It is known that the region V (s) of a simple polygon P , directly visible (illuminable) from an internal point s, is simply connected. Aronov et al. [2] established that the region V 1 (s) of a simple polygon visible from an internal point s due to at most one diffuse reflection on the boundary of the polygon P , is also simply connected. In this paper we establish that the region V 2 (s), visible from s due to at most two diffuse reflections may be multiply connected; we demonstrate the construction of an n-sided simple polygon with a point s inside it so that and the region of P visible from s after at most two diffuse reflections is multiple connected.
Introduction
In recent years, visibility problems have been studied extensively (see [8, 11] ). Visibility computations abound in computer graphics, motion planning, robotics and computer vision. Two points inside a simple polygon are mutually visible if the line segment joining them is not obstructed by any edge of the polygon. Several algorithms exist for computing the region visible from a point light source inside a simple polygon [4, 6, 5] . The problems of computing the region of a simple polygon which is weakly visible from an internal segment [7, 5] , or a convex set [3] , are also well studied. A point p inside a simple polygon P is said to be weakly visible from an edge e of the polygon if p is visible from some point in the interior of e. Certain portions of the polygon that are not directly illuminated from the source may become visible due to one or more reflections on the bounding edges of the polygon. Reflection at a point is called specular if the reflected ray is directed as per the standard law of reflection; the angle of incidence is the same as the angle of reflection. Most reflecting surfaces cause another type of reflection, called diffuse reflection, where light incident at a point is reflected in all possible interior directions. We assume that light incident at a vertex is absorbed and not reflected.
Throughout this paper we consider the region visible from a point source s due to multiple reflections inside a simple polygon P . Such visible regions are also called visibility polygons.
Preliminaries and notation
Let P be a simple polygon with no three collinear vertices. Let int(X) and bd(X) denote the relative interior and boundary of a region X of P , respectively. If p and q are two points on bd(P ), let bd(p, q) denote the part of bd(P ) traversed from p to q in counterclockwise order, keeping int(P ) to the left of the irection of traversal. Two points in P are (mutually) visible if the interior of the line segment joining them lies in int(P ). A point y is visible under diffuse reflection from a point x, if there exists a point p lying in the interior of an edge of P , such that p is visible from both x and y. Let S denote a point light source inside P . A point y is 1-visible from S if y and S are mutually visible. For k > 1, a point y(= p k ) is k-visible from a point S(= p 0 ), if there exists 3 points p 1 , p 2 , ..., p k−1 in the interiors of edges of P , such that p i and p i+1 are mutually visible for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. We say that the ray emitted from S reaches y after k − 1 diffuse reflections at points p 1 , p 2 , ..., p k−1 . In Figure 1 .1, y is 2-visible from S; y is visible from S after one diffuse reflection. We assume that the light incident at a vertex is absorbed and not reflected further.
Let V (s) denote the portion of P visible from s. We know that V (s) is simply connected, has O(n) edges, and at most one edge of V (s) lies on each edge of P [4, 5] . For a point S ∈ P , let V (S) = V (P, S) denote the polygonal region consisting of points in P that are directly visible from S. For k ≥ 0, let V k (S) denote the polygonal region consisting of points that are l-visible from S, for some 1 ≤ l ≤ k + 1. V k (s) is the set of points that receive light from s after at most k diffuse reflections. We have V 0 (s) = V (s).
Combinatorial complexity and multiple connectedness of regions visible due to diffuse reflections
Regions visible due to reflections inside simple polygons were first studied by Aronov et al. [2] ; a tight Θ(n 2 ) bound was established on the number of edges of visibility polygons when at most one diffuse reflection is permitted. The authors showed that such visibility polygons were simply connected. In sharp contrast, regions visible due to at most one specular reflection were shown to be multiply connected, with combinatorial complexity Θ(n 2 ) [2] . (The combinatorial complexity of a visibility polygon is the number of edges defining its boundary.) Indeed, the number of holes (also called blind spots) in such a visibility polygon (with at most one specular reflection) is Θ(n 2 ) [2] .
The case where at most k specular reflections are permitted, is dealt with in a subsequent paper [1] ; an O(n 2k ) upper bound and a lower bound of Ω((n/k−Θ(1)) 2k ) on the combinatorial complexity of the visibility polygons was established when at most a constant number k of specular reflections are permitted. The number of holes too obeys these bounds. The upper bound on the combinatorial complexity of visibility polygons improves to O(n 2⌈(k+1)/2⌉+1 ), when specular reflections are replaced by diffuse reflections [10] . Note that the improvement is by an asymptotic square root factor for large k. This is not surprizing because diffuse reflection spreads light much more widely than restricted pencils do in the case of specular reflections.
The best lower bound on the combinatorial complexity for visibility polygons V k (s) (with at most k diffuse reflections), for any k ≥ 1, remains just Ω(n 2 ) to date (see [2, 10] ). One interesting and important problem concerning multiple diffuse reflections is that of bridging this gap between the very high upper bound of [10] and the Ω(n 2 ) lower bound of [2, 10] . One way to approach this open problem is to study the structure of V k (s) and bound the number of holes in it. Showing that the number of holes is not as high as in the case of spcular reflections (see [1] ), may help improving the upper bound. The presence of holes in V 2 (s) (and in V k (s) for k ≥ 1, in general) was not known until we demonstrated the existence of holes in V k (s), k ≥ 1, in [9] . This paper presents essentially the construction in [9] of an n-sided simple polygon P with a point s located inside P so that V 2 (s) has a hole. We construct a simple polygon P and place a point s inside it so that the portion of the polygon P visible from s due to at most two diffuse reflections does not include the interior of a triangle tqr (see Figures 2.2 and 2.3) . Here, the triangle tqr is totally contained inside P and the boundary of triangle tqr as well as its exterior neighbourhood are visible from s after at most two diffuse reflections.
An interesting problem is to find asympototic bounds on the number of holes in V 2 (s). We believe that there can not be more than a linear number of holes. Such a linear bound on the number of holes in V k (s) for any k ≥ 1 may improve the upper bound on the combinatorial complexity of V k (s) over that in [10] .
The existence of holes in V 2 (s) is a bit surprising. Diffuse reflection, as the term suggests, results in bouncing back of incident light in all possible directions from the point of reflection. Clearly, a lot more region gets illuminated due to such reflections when compared with specular reflection. Multiple diffuse reflections would lead to even larger spreads and it was not intuitively apparent as to how holes could be created in such widely spread visible regions. In fact, it seems unlikely that too many such holes can be created; we suspect that the number of holes in V 2 (s) is O(n).
The construction of a hole for two diffuse reflections
Now we show that V 2 (s) may have a hole. In what follows, we state this result in detail as in [9] . We show the existence of an island or hole by constructing a simple polygon P containing a point s such that V 2 (s) has a triangular hole with vertices t, q and r (see Figures 2.2 and 2.3). Note that rays emanating from s are drawn with dashed lines. Rays that emerge after the first reflection (from points visible to s) are drawn with normal lines. Rays that emerge from points of bd(V 1 (s)) (after the second reflection) are drawn with lines having alternating dots and dashes. The interior of the triangle tqr is invisible from s, from all points of bd(V 0 (s)), and, from all points on bd(V 1 (s)). Note that the first reflection takes place on points of bd(V 0 (s)) and the second reflection takes place on points of bd(V 1 (s)).
We need a definition. We say that a point p blocks a region R of P from another region S if the shortest path from every point in R to every point in S passes through p.
Clearly, no ray can reach the hole directly from s. This is because b blocks s from the (proposed) hole.
Lemma 2.1
The triangle tqr is not visible from s after the first reflection.
Proof.
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